Tagging B Decays
For B B pair, either use B -primary correlation (SST) or opposite side decay properties (OST) Handles on B Flavor at Production:
• Opposite Side Lepton ( B ⇒ Q lep < 0)
• Opposite Side Jet Charge (B ⇒ Q jet < 0)
• Opposite Side Kaon (B ⇒ Q K < 0)
• Same Side pion (Kaon) (B ⇒ Q π,K > 0)
How Does CDF Tag the B Flavor?
Follow methods pioneered in Run I:
• New
Step: Fully-reconstructed Decays
• Semileptonic Decays are not optimal for precision B s mixing measurement.
• time-dependent proper time error (K factor issue)
• Hadronic decays have good resolution but lower rate.
• CDF has a first collider measurement of ∆m D using five modes: 
Interim Summary
Following the general Run I analysis scheme, CDF has:
• Demonstrated the effectiveness of combining flavor tags for semileptonic decays and measured εD 2 for the tags.
• Used the Same Side Tag method to measure ∆m d in fullyreconstructed B d decays.
Work now underway using B d decays to:
• Improve tagging efficiency with new tags in hand: SMT ↑ ∼2x; add SET ~ SMT/2; JQT ↑ ∼1.4x
• Include new tags, especially those with TOF and dE/dx With combined data and somewhat better than baseline tagging and resolution, CDF can reach SM expectation at 95% CL with 4x more events (not luminosity, due to triggers)
